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The economy is tough, but…
• Historically, even in recessions, donors 

don’t stop contributing.
• Donors are still giving now – but giving 

smaller gifts and to fewer organizations.
• Make your organization one of the top 

three charities on your donor’s list.



How?
• Make your organization relevant.
• Keep your case for giving strong.
• Demonstrate to your donors how their 

support is helping.
• Make sure your donors know how much 

you appreciate their support!



Today’s presentation
1. Assessing your situation
2. Proven strategies for reducing costs and 

increasing revenue
3. Donor stewardship and cultivation
4. Q&A



1.  Assessing Your Situation



Taking Stock
• Organization’s fiscal health?
• Response rates and average gifts – on 

track?
• Are major donors still giving?
• Determine if you need to cut … and where 

you need to fight for dollars.



An Ax … or a Scalpel?
• You can trim expenses without sacrificing 

revenue.
• If dramatic reductions are needed, 

consider both short term and long term 
impact.

• Example: Cutting new donor acquisition 
will reduce file size in years to come.

• Prepare your defense!



2. Proven Strategies for 
Reducing Costs and 
Increasing Revenue



New Donor Acquisition

• Make sure you are exchanging donors
• Test any expensive elements in your 

package
• If you use premiums, make sure they are 

cost-effective



A lower ask can be effective

• Don’t be afraid to test a lower introduction 
ask in an acquisition. 

• You can often acquire more donors and 
even net more money.



Test #1:
Ronald McDonald 
House Of Durham



Lower Initial Ask

• Lower average gift lifted response by 22%
• Average gift was still very strong
• Cost to raise a dollar and investment per donor were lower with the 

lower ask.

Ronald McDonald House of Durham

Qty Gross Ave Cost to Investment
Package Solicited # Resp. % RespRevenue Gift Raise $1 Per New Donor

Control- $20 Ask 28,863 331 1.15% $9,214 $27.84 $1.16 $2.30
Test- $10 Ask 28,859 403 1.40% $10,441 $25.91 $1.02 $1.59



Test #2:
Citymeals on 

Wheels



Lower Initial Ask
Citymeals on Wheels

Qty Gross Ave Cost to Investment
Package Solicited # Resp. % RespRevenue Gift Raise $1 Per New Donor

Control- $36 Ask 50,006 328 0.66% $20,130 $61.37 $0.86 $1.12
Test- $30 Ask 50,006 368 0.74% $20,981 $57.01 $0.82 $0.97

• Lower initial ask lifted response by 12%
• Cost to raise a dollar and investment per donor 

were lower with the lower ask.



Donor Appeals

• Use strongest, proven strategies, 
• …But don’t be afraid to test!
• Make sure copy illustrates your effectiveness
• Tell your donors why they should give to you 

and why they should give today.
• Copy should thank donor throughout



File Segmentation

• Work hard to keep donors active
• Invest in personalization and special treatment 

for higher dollar donors
• Move lapsed donors (especially those with only 

one past gift) to acquisition
• Mail deeper into your lapsed donor file – lapsed 

reactivation rates have increased over the last 
18 months!



Test a smaller reply 
form to reduce cost.

• 8 ½ x 11 vs. 
8 ½ x  3 ½



Smaller Reply Form
Ronald McDonald House of New York

Qty Gross Ave Net % Cost 
Package Solicited # Resp. % RespRevenue Gift Cost Revenue Recovered

Full Reply Form 21,469 1,809 8.43% $66,132 $36.56 $11,496 $54,636 575.24%
1/3 Reply Form 21,473 1725 8.03% $67,697 $39.24 $10,099 $57,598 670.33%

• Smaller reply form had a slightly lower response but a higher 
average gift.

• The smaller reply cost 12% less and generated 5% more net profit.
• Small changes can add up over time!



Online communications

• Make sure to send pre- and post-appeal 
emails to boost income.

• These inexpensive touch-points can lift 
online and offline revenue.



Integrated Holiday Meals 
Campaign

Donors received two mail 
campaigns and two e-appeals 
roughly three weeks apart from 

mid November through 
Christmas.



Integrated campaign results
Meals On Wheels 
Holiday Meals Campiagns

Holiday Meals Solicit Qty Gross Ave Total Net Cost to
Campaign Date Solicited # Resp. % Resp Revenue Gift Cost Revenue Raise $1

Mail Campaigns
November Renewal 11/12/2008 10,579 1,088 10.28% $91,710 $84.29 $4,362 $87,348 $0.05
December Renewal 12/3/2008 9,883 846 8.56% $67,077 $79.29 $3,873 $63,204 $0.06

Total Raised 20,462 1,934 9.45% $158,787 $82.10 $8,235 $150,552 $0.05
Total Goal 19,000 2,005 10.55% $140,350 $70.00 $9,138 $131,212 $0.07

Online Campaigns
November E-Blast 11/27/2008 7,969 38 0.48% $3,722 $97.95 $110 $3,612 $0.03

629 opened, 132 people, clicked 144 links, 48 unsubscribed
December E-Blast 12/18/2008 7,644 52 0.68% $7,060 $135.77 $110 $6,950 $0.02

655 opened, 107 people clicked 113 links, 41 unsubscribed
Total Raised 15,613 90 0.58% $10,782 $119.80 $220 $10,562 $0.02

Total Integrated Campaign 2,024 $169,569 $83.78 $8,455 $161,114 $0.05
Total Goal 2,005 $140,350 $70.00 $9,138 $131,212 $0.07



Telemarketing

• Eliminate donors who have said “no” in 
previous TM campaigns

• Remember, a “no” can be converted to a 
“thank you” call



Planned Giving

• Promote planned giving like crazy!
• Buckslip in acknowledgments
• Check-off box 
• Targeted bequest promotion mailing
• Include bequest language on your website



Planned Gift Stories in Newsletter

Feature planned giving 
stories in your newsletter, to 
show donors how a 
“regular” person like them 
can make a difference.



Promote planned gifts on replies

Use the reply form to 
market planned giving.



Ensure that planned gifts reach you

Make the official 
language easy to 
find.



Monthly Giving

• Passively recruit new monthly donors to 
boost revenue

• Promote option on back of replies
• Include buckslip in acknowledgments
• Allow donors to sign up by mail, by phone 

or online



Check-off box on back of reply



Email invitation 
proves effective to 
convert monthly 
donors



Newsletters

• If your newsletter is glossy and slick, 
change to a lower-cost version.

• Consider cutting out lower-dollar and less 
recent segments.



Printing Tips

• Review your projects with your printer to 
identify cost-saving ideas.

• Eliminate bleeds, four-color printing, and 
non-standard formats.

• Gang-print wherever possible (envelopes 
and letterhead).



3. Donor Stewardship 
and Cultivation



Put your acknowledgments to work!

• Include reply envelope in every thank you
• Thank donors as quickly as possible
• Remind donors about other giving options 

– in memory and in honor gifts



Phone a Friend

• Call all donors who give $250 or more - 
$100+ if you can

• Call higher-dollar donors who gave last 
year but not this year

• Call new donors to thank them for joining 



Invest in your high value donors
Access and information are what these 
donors want:

• Host an event on-site
• Invite donors to join in on conference calls
• Send mailings that report back (no ask)
• Cultivate relationship by sending insider 

information (no ask)



Conference 
calls can bond 
donors to your 
mission



Special Packages (no ask)



Thank-You Postcard

Send a postcard to say 
“thank you” to active 
donors.



Annual Report Postcard

Instead of mailing 
your annual report, 
put it online and send 
a postcard to donors 
inviting them to visit 
your website.



About the Co-op
• A co-operative fundraising campaign for senior nutrition 

providers with 15 partners nationwide in AR, CA, CO, IL, 
MI, TX, VA, WA.

• DM Campaign offers three acquisitions, seven renewals, 
high dollar upgrades and E-Appeals.

• Co-op partners increase revenue with help from outside 
expertise and reduce mailing costs by sharing expenses.

• Last year Co-op partners acquired over 30,000 new 
donors and raised $4.2 million together.



Question & Answer 
Review of Package Samples



Contact Information:
Lisa Maska, CFRE, Partner

lmaska@lautmandc.com

Lynn Mehaffy, Account Supervisor
lmehaffy@lautmandc.com

1730 Rhode Island Avenue NW, Suite 301
Washington, DC 20036
Phone: 202-296-9660

Lautman Maska Neill & Company manages the 
Meals on Wheels Direct Mail Co-op

mailto:lmaska@lautmandc.com
mailto:lmehaffy@lautmandc.com
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